
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

ERCAN BARKA, a/k/a JOHN BARKA, d/b/a 
DGF MANAGEMENT, CLIFFMONT 
GROUP LIMITED, CORE DIRECT LTD., 
BROWN STONE, PHOENIX MARKETING 
SOLUTIONS CORPORATION, RED 
CREEK LTD., PITMAN SERVICES LTD, 
XETTI LTD. and HORIZON SRL LIMITED; 
RYAN YOUNG,  d/b/a DGF 
MANAGEMENT, CLIFFMONT GROUP 
LIMITED, CORE DIRECT LTD., BROWN 
STONE, PHOENIX MARKETING 
SOLUTIONS CORPORATION, RED 
CREEK LTD., PITMAN SERVICES LTD, 
XETTI LTD. and HORIZON SRL LIMITED; 
and TRUE VISION LLC, 

Defendants. 

 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
 
Civil Action No. 16-5266 
 
 
 

Plaintiff, the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by and through the undersigned attorneys, 

hereby alleges as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1. The United States brings this action for a temporary restraining order, preliminary 

and permanent injunctions, and other equitable relief pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1345, in order to 

enjoin the ongoing commission of criminal mail fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1341.  The United 

States seeks to prevent continuing and substantial injury to the victims of fraud. 

2. Since at least 2012 and continuing through at least this Court’s issuance of a 

temporary restraining order in 2016, defendants Ercan Barka (“Barka”), Ryan Young (“Young”), 
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and True Vision LLC (collectively “Defendants”), using the U.S. mail, have engaged in a 

predatory mail fraud scheme that targets victims throughout the United States and abroad. 

3. From at least 2012 through at least this Court’s issuance of a temporary restraining 

order in 2016, Defendants have sent millions of written solicitations annually through the U.S. 

mail to recipients throughout the United States and abroad.  These solicitations are styled as 

individualized notices that the recipient has won large sums of money or other valuable prizes.  

The solicitations purport to come from a person or institution tasked with facilitating the delivery 

of these proceeds or prizes to the solicitation’s recipient.  The solicitations ask recipients to return 

a response card with a processing or delivery fee in an envelope pre-addressed to a foreign Post 

Office box (“P.O. box”). The solicitations claim that the fee will assure prompt processing and 

receipt of the promised funds and prizes.     

4. In reality, these solicitations are not personalized letters, but nearly identical form 

letters that Defendants send to thousands of potential victims throughout the United States.  None 

of the entities from whom the letters are purportedly sent exist.  They are fictitious names utilized 

by Defendants to perpetrate the fraud and to conceal their identities.   

5. Victims who pay the processing or delivery fee never receive the promised money 

or prizes.  Instead, the victims are bombarded with dozens of additional, similar fraudulent 

solicitations.   

6. Many thousands of victims, especially the elderly and vulnerable, suffer financial 

losses from the mail fraud scheme Defendants perpetrate.  Since 2012 alone, the Defendants have 

swindled victims out of more than an estimated $29 million. 
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7. For the reasons stated herein, the United States requests injunctive relief pursuant 

to 18 U.S.C. § 1345 to enjoin Defendants’ ongoing scheme to defraud using the U.S. mail in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1341. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

8. The Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 

§ 1345 and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1345. 

9. Venue lies in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2). 

PARTIES 
 

10. Plaintiff is the United States of America. 

11. Defendant Ercan Barka is a resident of Bergen County, New Jersey and Turkey.  

Barka also goes by the name “John Barka.”  In connection with the matters alleged herein, Barka 

has caused fraudulent solicitations to be delivered through the U.S. mail to victims who reside in 

the Eastern District of New York.  Barka has also caused fraudulent solicitations to enter the U.S. 

mail at the United States Postal Service International Service Center located at John F. Kennedy 

International Airport (the “New York ISC”) in the Eastern District of New York.   

12. Defendant Ryan Young is a resident of Bergen County, New Jersey.  In connection 

with the matters alleged herein, Young has caused fraudulent solicitations to be delivered through 

the U.S. mail to victims who reside in the Eastern District of New York.  Young has also caused 

fraudulent solicitations to enter the U.S. mail at the New York ISC in the Eastern District of New 

York. 

13. Both Barka and Young also utilize numerous corporate names when they transact 

business in furtherance of this mail fraud scheme, including DGF Management, Cliffmont Group 
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Limited, Core Direct Ltd., Brown Stone, Phoenix Marketing Solutions Corporation, Red Creek 

Ltd., Pitman Services Ltd., Xetti Ltd. and Horizon SRL Limited.  

14. Defendant True Vision LLC (“True Vision”) is a Delaware corporation.  In 

connection with the matters alleged herein, True Vision has caused fraudulent solicitations to be 

delivered through the U.S. mail to victims who reside in the Eastern District of New York.  True 

Vision has also caused fraudulent solicitations to enter the U.S. mail at the New York ISC in the 

Eastern District of New York. 

DEFENDANTS’ FRADULENT SCHEME 
 

15. Beginning as early as 2012 and continuing through at least this Court’s issuance of 

a temporary restraining order in 2016, Defendants, using the U.S. mail, have engaged in a mail 

fraud scheme that has defrauded tens of thousands of victims throughout the United States of more 

than an estimated $29 million dollars. 

16. In furtherance of the fraud scheme, Defendants send solicitation letters from 

European countries, including the Netherlands, the Czech Republic and Hungary, through the 

international postal system and into the U.S. mail to potential victims throughout the United States, 

including in the Eastern District of New York.  

17. Defendants work with a third-party copywriter to generate the content of their 

solicitations.  Young and Barka coordinate with various third-party companies to carry out the 

printing and mailing of their fraudulent solicitations.  Barka reviews and approves proofs of the 

fraudulent solicitations from the printer before they are mailed. 

18. Defendants’ solicitation letters are written to appear as if they are being sent by 

dozens of different organizations and individuals with vague, yet official sounding names and 

titles, including “Financial Delivery Systems,” “DNF Funds Office,” “Award Mail Offices,” and 
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“Award Notices Dir.”  All of these “organizations” and individuals are fictitious.  To date, 

Defendants have sent more than fifty separate fraudulent letter campaigns from different fictitious 

entities.  None of the solicitations identify Defendants as the sender. 

19. Each solicitation contains multiple misrepresentations designed to induce elderly 

and vulnerable victims to send payments to Defendants.  Some solicitations falsely inform 

recipients that they have won a sweepstakes or lottery or are otherwise entitled to receive large 

sums of money ranging from tens of thousands to several million dollars.  See, e.g., Ex. A at 5-6; 

Ex. D.1  Others falsely promise valuable non-cash prizes such as luxury cars.  See, e.g., Ex. E at 

5-9.  The solicitations purport to come from a person or institution tasked with facilitating the 

delivery of these proceeds or prizes to the solicitation’s recipient.  Id.  The solicitations urge the 

recipient to pay a required “processing” or “delivery” fee, generally $20 or $25, to assure 

processing and delivery of the promised wealth or luxury items.  Id. 

20. Each solicitation contains a response card and a pre-addressed return envelope.  The 

recipient is instructed to fill out the response card and send it to the fictitious entity along with his 

or her payment.  The response card frequently asks victims to affirm that they accept their winnings 

and to confirm their identity and address.  The cards instruct victims to make a payment to the 

fictitious entity via cash, check, money order or credit card.  

21. In reality, while Defendants collect millions of dollars each year from U.S. victims 

alone in response to these solicitations, victims who send in responses and payments never receive 

the valuable prizes promised in the solicitations. 

                                                 
1 All exhibits cited herein are attached hereto.  The names of the recipients of solicitations have 
been redacted to protect their privacy. 
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22. Defendants include inconspicuous fine print on the back of their solicitations that 

purports to set out terms and conditions.  These hidden “disclaimers” are printed in light colors, 

tiny font, and block text, making them barely legible.  In many cases, these difficult-to-read 

“disclaimers” directly contradict the claims in the main body of the solicitation.  For example, 

solicitations claim that the recipient has already been confirmed as the winner of a check or prize 

in bold, prominent lettering in the main body of the solicitation, but then explain in the hidden 

disclaimer that funds or items listed are not prizes and the victim is agreeing to purchase an item 

that is not mentioned anywhere else in the solicitation.  See, e.g., Ex. A at 5-6.  Victims who sent 

payments in response to these solicitations did not receive the promised checks or prizes, or the 

other items listed in the disclaimer.  Recipients are highly unlikely to see, let alone read and 

understand the indecipherable print in the disclaimers.  These hidden disclaimers do nothing to 

counteract the overall impression conveyed by the solicitations that the recipient will receive 

thousands of dollars or other prizes if the recipient pays the processing fee. 

23. The solicitations are styled to give the impression that they are personalized to the 

recipient, but in fact, they are identical mass mailings.  The solicitations typically contain an 

identification number inserted into the form letter and ask the recipient to confirm that he or she is 

in fact the person identified as the winner, receiver or “guaranteed recipient” of the promised 

prizes.  The solicitations also often state that they are “non-transferable” and “intended for the 

addressee only” in order to give the impression that the letter is a notification of individual 

winnings, rather than a mass mailing.  

24. Despite misrepresentations that the solicitations are unique and personalized, 

thousands of nearly identical copies of each solicitation are sent to potential victims throughout 

the United States every month.   
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25. All of Defendants’ direct mail solicitations contain pre-addressed return envelopes 

to facilitate the return of victim payments.  These return envelopes are addressed to various foreign 

P.O. boxes that are rented on Defendants’ behalf by what is known in the direct mail industry as a 

“caging” service.   

26. The caging service acts as a hub through which responses to Defendants’ and other 

mass-mailers’ fraudulent solicitations are sorted, processed and recorded.  When the caging service 

receives victims’ responses, it opens the mail, records information regarding the victim’s identity, 

payment method, and amount of payment in a database, and facilitates the transmission of cash, 

checks and credit card information to Defendants’ payment processer.  The payment processor 

collects and processes those payments and distributes the proceeds to Defendants’ bank accounts 

at the direction of Defendants.   

27. Defendants process victim payments through PacNet Services Ltd. (“PacNet”), a 

payment processor located in Vancouver, Canada. 

28. Beginning in early 2012, Barka and Young hired Trends Service in Kommunikatie, 

B.V. (“Trends”), a Dutch company, to operate as a caging service for their mail fraud scheme.  

Barka corresponded with Trends using the name “John Barka,” and informed Trends that he was 

operating his direct mail campaigns through Defendant True Vision.  He identified True Vision’s 

address as 888C 8th Ave., Suite 540, New York, NY 10019.  This was the address of a P.O. box 

registered to Barka. 

29.   Barka informed Trends that he was receiving about 30,000 responses to his direct 

mail campaigns every month.  Trends opened P.O. boxes in the Netherlands to receive payments 

from victims (hereinafter, the “Barka P.O. boxes”). Barka and Young had the addresses of those 

P.O. boxes printed on the return envelopes included with their fraudulent solicitations.   
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30. On a daily basis, Trends employees collected mail from the Barka P.O. boxes.  

Trends employees entered information regarding victim responses into an online database system 

and processed all payments.  Cash was deposited into a Dutch bank then wired once a week to 

Defendants’ payment processor, PacNet.  Check payments were scanned and electronically 

deposited to PacNet.  Young and Barka received daily reports via email regarding the total volume 

of payments caged by Trends on their behalf.  They also received weekly cash management 

reports. 

31. In February of 2012, Young and Barka incorporated DGF Management (“DGF”) 

in the British Virgin Islands (“B.V.I.”).  Unlike True Vision, which was registered to Barka, the 

incorporation papers for DGF did not name either Young or Barka.  Young and Barka incorporated 

DGF as a shell company in order to create a level of separation between themselves and the 

operation of their mail fraud scheme. 

32. On May 1, 2012, Barka informed Trends that True Vision would now be operating 

as DGF, and identified DGF’s address as a P.O. box in the B.V.I.  Although Young and Barka 

continued to operate their mail fraud scheme through DGF up through  at least this Court’s issuance 

of a temporary restraining order in September of 2016, DGF was stricken from the B.V.I. Register 

of Companies in 2014 for nonpayment of fees.  

33. From 2012 through May of 2016, Barka contracted with Trends to open P.O. boxes 

in the names of eight additional corporate entities: Cliffmont Group Limited (“Cliffmont”), Core 

Direct Ltd. (“Core Direct”), Brown Stone, Phoenix Marketing Solutions Corporation (“PMSC”), 

Red Creek Ltd. (“Red Creek”), Pitman Services Ltd. “Pitman”, Xetti Ltd. (“Xetti”) and Horizon 

SRL Limited (“Horizon”). 
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34. All nine of these corporate entities (DGF and the additional eight entities referenced 

in ¶ 33 supra) are simply foreign shell companies Barka and Young used to conceal their identities. 

35. In accordance with Dutch law, Barka and Young were required to provide Trends 

with the name of the “Ultimate Beneficial Owner” (“UBO”) of each of their shell companies.  In 

order to conceal their own identities, Barka and Young provided to Trends the names and copies 

of the passports of individuals they knew who had no involvement in the actual operation of their 

mail fraud schemes as the UBO of each of their shell companies. 

36. The P.O. boxes rented by Barka and Young on behalf of each of these shell 

companies were used to receive victim payments, including payments from U.S. victims, in 

response to solicitations that fraudulently represented that the recipient would receive cash and 

prizes in exchange for payment of a processing fee.  The names of these shell companies are never 

printed on any of the fraudulent solicitations.  Rather, in order to conceal Barka and Young’s 

identities and the source of the solicitations, all of the solicitations bear the name of still other 

fictional entities and individuals.  Barka and Young directed and controlled fraudulent mass 

mailing campaigns operated in the names of all nine foreign shell companies discussed supra in 

¶¶ 31-34. 

37. Barka and Young mailed their fraudulent solicitations to potential victims in 

multiple countries—in addition to the United States—including Canada, France, Germany, Japan, 

Austria, Switzerland, New Zealand and Australia. 

38. Operating the fraud under the names of these various shell companies, Barka 

continued to receive proceeds of the fraud through a bank account in the name of True Vision 

through May of 2016.  Barka is the sole signatory on that bank account.  From January 2015 

through May of 2016, the True Vision bank account received wire deposits from PacNet totaling 
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$287,328.  These wire transfers constitute proceeds of Defendants’ fraud scheme.  The vast 

majority of these funds were then transferred to Barka’s personal bank account. 

39. Young received proceeds of the fraud in the form of paper checks from PacNet to 

accounts in the name of three American corporate entities exclusively controlled by Young: 

Parasol Media LLC, International Data Sciences LLC, and Electus Holdings. 

40. From 2012 through 2016, the United States Postal Inspection Service (“USPIS”) 

has issued at least 126 Determinations of Nonmailablity (“DONs”) regarding solicitations sent out 

by Barka and Young through their nine foreign shell companies.  See e.g. Exhibit A.  A DON is a 

declaration that a particular piece of mail violates federal law.2  Each of these 126 DONs was 

mailed along with a sample of the intercepted solicitation to one of the P.O. boxes registered by 

Trends on behalf of Barka.   

41. When Trends received DONs at Barka P.O. boxes, Trends employees scanned and 

emailed copies of the DONs (with the attached solicitations) to an email address shared by Barka 

and Young.  Young and Barka would then close down any P.O. box that had received a DON, in 

order to evade detection and identification by U.S. law enforcement.   

42. For example, on June 5, 2013, a Trends employee emailed the following after 

receiving multiple DONs to Barka P.O. boxes:  

Good morning John, 
Today Trends received again 4 letters of the USA Postal Inspection Service.  
This time there are other mailboxes involved. 
     *  * * 

                                                 
2 In the DON process, the USPIS determines whether foreign mail entering the United States 
contains “nonmailable” matter as defined in 39 U.S.C. § 3001, including, among other things, 
lottery-related matter, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1302 or facsimile checks, in violation of 39 
U.S.C. § 3001(k).  The DON process does not necessarily screen for violations of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1341.  Nonetheless, the seized solicitations mailed along with the DONs are fraudulent on their 
face, and thus provide Defendants with notice of the illegality of the mass-mailing campaigns. 
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Trends received a total of 34 letters from the Postal Inspection till this moment and we are 
quite worried now.  
We are concerned about the current developments.  
Is it a possibility to close down the affected P.O. Boxes? 
 
43. Barka responded by email that same day, and informed the employee: 

DGF has stopped its maillings [sic] to these boxes as of 3 weeks. There is much 
mail out there so we cannot close all at once. However in a matter of time, I will 
tell you to close the boxes. PO BOX 255, PO BOX 55, and PO BOX 22 are all 
boxes wehre [sic] DGF had returns. 
 
PO BOX is for CORE [Direct], which has had this problem once. We have 
suppressed that particular injection for the US so you should have nothing to worry 
about. 
 
WE have also changed our mailling [sic] method as of April so this should be the 
end of all this or near end. 
 
In summary PO BOX 255, PO BOX 55, and PO BOX 22 will be eventually closed 
down in a future date. We no longer mail to these boxes. 

 
44. Trends was the subject of simultaneous enforcement actions by the United States 

Department of Justice and Dutch law enforcement in June 2016, and is currently the subject of an 

injunction banning it from performing caging services on mail from U.S. residents who have 

responded to the type of fraudulent solicitations sent by Barka and Young as part of their mail 

fraud scheme.  See United States v. Trends Service in Kommunikatie, B.V., et al., No. 1:16-cv-

02770-ILG-SMG (E.D.N.Y.), Dkt. No. 24, Consent Decree and Final Judgment (September 20, 

2016) 

45. The civil action filed against Trends by the Department of Justice attached one 

solicitation sent by Barka and Young and two victim responses to Barka and Young’s solicitations 

as examples of fraudulent mailings for which Trends processed victim payments.  See United 

States v. Trends Serv. in Kommunikatie, B.V., et al., No. 1:16-cv-02770-ILG-SMG, Dkt. Entry No. 

1, Compl. at Ex. C and L, (E.D.N.Y. June 1, 2016). 
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46. Following the enforcement actions against Trends, Barka and Young opened new 

P.O. boxes located in Austria and utilized those P.O. boxes to receive payments from victims in 

the United States, as well as other countries around the world.  Barka and Young also hired a new 

caging service based in Austria to collect and process mail from victims of their scheme. 

SPECIFIC MISREPRESENTATIONS 
 

47. The specific fraudulent solicitations described below are typical of the more than 

fifty different fraudulent solicitations sent by Defendants from 2012 through 2016. 

The “Cash Guaranteed Winners Payout” Solicitation 

48. One solicitation sent by Defendants purports to have been sent by “Financial 

Delivery Systems” and creates the false impression that its recipient has won $71,868.00 and need 

only mail in a fee of $25.00 to receive delivery of the prize.  See Exhibit A at 5-8. 

49. The notice states in bold, large print at the top “$71,868.00 CASH GUARANTEED 

WINNERS PAYOUT” and “FAILURE TO RESPOND BEFORE THE DEADLINE WILL 

FORFEIT CASH CLAIM OR ENTITLEMENT.”  The notice bears what appear to be hand written 

signatures from an “Inspection Officer,” but these “signatures” are in fact preprinted and appear 

in identical fashion on identical solicitations sent to thousands of other potential victims.  Specific 

misrepresentations contained in this solicitation include the following: 

• You are guaranteed to receive a cash entitlement of no less than $71,868.00 or 
award delivery.  [VICTIM NAME]3 as soon as I receive your Form below 
with acceptance and nominal fee of $25.00, your item will be expedited to 
you. 

                                                 
3 The Government uses brackets to indicate text that was individualized to the particular recipient 
through the use of a mail merge software in order to make the solicitation appear personalized. 
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• Remember [VICTIM NAME] you are a guaranteed winner!  You absolutely 
cannot receive a PAYMENT in the amount of $71,868.00 unless you 
complete and post the form below IMMEDIATELY. 

 

The solicitation’s response card bears the heading “CASH CLAIM OR ENTITLEMENT 

PAPERS” and states, “Enclosed is required processing/delivery fee of $25.00 for compliance 

requirements to receive Guaranteed Cash/Award.”  

50. Recipients of this solicitation who returned the $25 fee did not receive a payment 

of $71,868.00, or any other prize. 

51. On the back of the solicitation in small font is a statement that reads in part: 

Each individual who returns the required securement fee will be purchasing and is 
guaranteed to receive one of the items listed….The item each recipient is entitled 
to purchase has been determined prior to each mailing based on specific criteria.  
These items are not prizes or gifts, and this is a merchandise offering, not a 
sweepstakes, draw or contest. 

 

52. This text is written in tiny, closely spaced, block text, and has been formatted to be 

intentionally difficult to read.  Moreover, even if a victim were to read this statement, it does 

nothing to dispel the misrepresentations elsewhere in the solicitation that the recipient has already 

been designated a winner and will receive a payment of $71,868.00 or “award delivery” upon 

submission of the $25 fee.  Barka and Young mailed nearly identical solicitations to thousands of 

potential victims throughout the United States from 2013-2016.   

53. On July 1, 2013, USPIS issued a DON and mailed it to P.O. Box 22, 3984 ZG 

Odijk, Netherlands, along with a sample of a “Cash Guaranteed Winners Payout” solicitation that 

is identical to the one described above in every respect, except that the guaranteed cash payout is 

listed as $68,868.00.  See Exhibit B.  P.O. Box 22 was registered to Trends on behalf of 

Defendants’ shell company DGF.  On July 15, 2013, an employee of Trends emailed the DON to 
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Barka.  At that time, according to Barka, he was already planning to close P.O. Box 22 due to the 

receipt of multiple DONs to that address. See Paragraphs 35-36, supra.   

54. USPIS later issued DONs regarding the “Cash Guaranteed Winners Payout” 

solicitation described above on July 24, 2015 and March 25, 2016, both of which were mailed to 

a Barka P.O. box at the following address: P.O. Box 201, Bunnik CE 3980, The Netherlands.  See 

Exhibits A and C.  P.O. Box 201 was also registered to Trends on behalf of DGF.  An employee 

of Trends emailed the 2016 DON to Barka on April 1, 2016. 

 
The “DNF Funds Office” Solicitation 

55. A solicitation sent by Defendants in 2016 purports to have been sent by “DNF 

Funds Office” and creates the false impression that its recipient is entitled to receive $3,722,945.34 

from an unidentified source and need only mail in a processing fee of $25.00 and a “claimant 

form” to receive delivery of the funds.  See Exhibit D. 

56. The notice purports to be from “Jonathan L. DuMonte,” the “Award Notices Dir.” 

The notice states in bold, large print “FUNDS /FIDUCIARY DISTRIBUTION NOTICE” and 

“FUNDS NOTICE ENACTMENT.”  Toward the top of the page a block of text reads “Notice 

Content: CONFIRMED FUNDS ****$3,722,945.34**** appear on report from Account Dept. 

for [VICTIM NAME] notice mailed/delivered.”  Specific misrepresentations contained in this 

solicitation include the following: 

 
• You are the CONFIRMED RECEIVER HERE NOTIFIED of Funds being 

Distributed consisting of CASH/AWARD totaling ****$3,722,945.34**** IN 
FULL – 100% VERIFIED FOR YOU –  

• This Official and Actual Notice mailed directly to You [VICTIM NAME] is 
100% Accurate and is not a mistake, THIS IS REAL, the Award Monies 
Documentation is made-out to [VICTIM NAME]. 

• The Distribution of THESE FUNDS is actually occurring and we need your 
reply promptly as proper-claim dates are in effect noted in claim prospectus. 
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The response card is styled as a “Claimant Assign-Form” and states “Award Assets Verified 

Funds ******$3,722,945.34**********.”  The response card refers to the victim as the 

“Receiver On-File” and asks the victim to confirm “I am residing at the address shown On 

Records for receipt of the Special Parcel carrying my Funds documents and enclosed is my 

$25.00 for processing to my residence shown here and On-File.”  The victim is then asked to 

enclose cash, a check, or a money order in the amount of $25.  

57. Victims who sent in $25 and a completed claimant form in response to this 

solicitation did not receive any funds or payment. 

58. On the back of the solicitation, in small font is a statement that reads in part: 

This company is a research and reporting service.  We specialize in researching 
sweepstakes sponsored and conducted by third party corporations.  We compile various 
sweepstakes opportunities in a newsletter which details all entry requirements, based on 
existing federal, state, and local regulations….This company is not a lottery, and does not 
offer lottery, contest or sweepstakes entries. 

 
This text is written in tiny, closely spaced, block text, and has been formatted to be intentionally 

difficult to read.  Moreover, even if a victim were to read this statement, it does nothing to correct 

the multiple misrepresentations on the front of the solicitation that the recipient will receive a 

payment of $3,722,945.34 upon submission of the $25 fee.   

59. In 2016, Barka and Young mailed nearly identical solicitations, save for the 

victim’s name and address, to thousands of potential victims throughout the United States.  All of 

the solicitations contained a return envelope pre-addressed to: P.O. Box 40314, 3504 AD Utrecht, 

the Netherlands.   

60. P.O. box 40314, 3504 AD Utrecht, the Netherlands, is registered to Trends, and 

Trends received and processed the responses mailed by victims to that P.O. box on behalf of Barka 
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and Young’s shell company Core Direct.  Trends then transmitted the victim payments to Barka 

and Young via PacNet. 

 
The “PDN” Solicitation 

61. Another solicitation sent by Barka and Young to potential victims throughout the 

United States creates the false impression that its recipient has won a 2015 Audi and need only 

mail in a $20.00 “owner/acquisition fee” to arrange for delivery.  See Exhibit E at 5-9.  

62. The heading claims:  “NOTICE PRIOR TO DELIVERY:  ISSUED 

ENTITLEMENT/ AUTOMOBILE.”  The solicitation bears a picture of a car; next to the picture 

it purports to provide the length and width of the car, and states:  “IMPORTANT ARRIVAL / 

PARKING SITE DIMENSIONS > Carefully inspect Automobile parking dimensions.  Check your 

available space on street, garage, or lot.”  References to a “Freight Bin” for the delivery item imply 

that the award item is going to be a large item, such as a vehicle.  Specific misrepresentations 

contained in this solicitation include the following: 

• Your shipment was confirmed on [DATE], all delivery and storage fees have 
been paid by PDN.  Your assigned Freight Bin contains 2015 AUDI A6 
SEDAN retail value of $65,485.00 as insured for this or other merchandise 
entitlement. 

• DUE TO HIGH VALUE OF THE 2015 AUDI A6 SEDAN, delivery is 
conducted adhering to PDN arranged Transit requiring a Personal ID shown at 
point of delivery.  In advance of Your Delivery complete and return your form. 

• Recipient of the 2015 AUDI A6 SEDAN is permitted to elect to receive cash 
equivalent of $65,485.00 by Bank Check instead of physical possession of the 
car.  Please indicate your preference for this important decision.  Your Assigned 
property must be claimed promptly.    

 
The response card is styled as a “Permit To Deliver” and gives the recipient the option to select 

“park on street or lot” or “park in garage.”  The following items are listed on the response card, as 
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though they are items that will be delivered to the recipient:  “Warranty”; “Keys (2)”; “Owners’ 

Manual”; “2015 AUDI A6 SEDAN maximum value insured for replacement.”   

63. Recipients of this solicitation who returned the $20 fee did not receive the promised 

Audi. 

64. On the back of the solicitation in small font is the following statement:   

The item a recipient is entitled to purchase has been determined before each mailing 
. . . .  All mailings are assigned a different property allocation number which is 
assigned to an item that is for sale.  Each customer who returns the required fee will 
be purchasing one of the items listed.  The items available in this offer include one 
2014 Audi A6, one 52” sony hdtv, one Panasonic digital camera and approximately 
one million unique jewelry items.   

The print appears to be intentionally blurry in order to make it difficult to read.  Moreover, even if 

a victim were to read this statement, it does not dispel the misrepresentations elsewhere in the 

solicitation that the recipient will receive delivery of a 2015 Audi if he or she pays the $20 

processing fee.   

65. Nearly identical solicitations were sent to thousands of other potential victims.  All 

of the solicitations contained a return envelope pre-addressed to:  Merchandise Processing Center, 

P.O. Box 40374, 3504 AD Utrecht, the Netherlands.   

66. P.O. box 40374, 3504 AD Utrecht, the Netherlands, is registered to Trends, and 

Trends received and processed the responses mailed by victims to that P.O. box on behalf of Barka 

and Young’s shell company Core Direct.  Trends then transmitted the victim payments to Barka 

and Young via PacNet. 

67. USPIS issued a DON and mailed it to P.O. Box 40374, 3504 AD Utrecht, the 

Netherlands with a sample of this solicitation on July 24, 2015.  See Exhibit E. 
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68. The specific misrepresentations identified in Paragraphs 40 through 71 are only a 

few examples of the similar misrepresentations contained in the more than fifty form letter 

solicitations utilized by Defendants. 

 

DEFENDANTS’ KNOWLEDGE AND CONCEALMENT OF THE FRAUD 
 

69. Defendants have operated this mail fraud scheme for more than four years.  

Defendants know that the solicitations they send through U.S. mail to potential victims throughout 

the United States contain false and misleading statements intended to induce the recipients to send 

them payments. 

70. Defendants style their solicitations as letters from fictional financial institutions and 

individuals, knowing these entities do not exist, in order to mask the true origin of their 

solicitations.  

71. Defendants also know that, despite the fact that their solicitations direct victims to 

send payment in exchange for large checks or prizes worth tens of thousands of dollars or more, 

those who respond and send payments do not receive the promised cash and prizes. 

72. Both Young and Barka have taken multiple steps to conceal their identities and 

their involvement in the operation of this fraud scheme.  Defendants operate this fraud scheme in 

the names of multiple domestic and foreign shell companies whose corporate documents do not 

reveal Young and Barka’s identities or involvement.  Defendants provided their caging services 

and payment processor with the names of individuals who have no involvement in the operation 

of their scheme as the UBOs of their nine shell companies.  Defendants operate this fraud scheme 

through different countries around the world:  Young lives in New Jersey; Barka lives in New 

Jersey and Turkey; they send the solicitations from the Netherlands, the Czech Republic and 
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Hungary; they collect victims’ money in the Netherlands and Austria; and they receive proceeds 

through a Canadian payment processor.  Once Barka and Young were notified that USPIS was 

aware of their fraudulent solicitations, they closed the affected P.O.boxes in order to conceal their 

ongoing criminal activity from the USPIS.  They then continued their fraud scheme by simply 

opening  new P.O. boxes. 

73. Defendants were aware of the filing of the civil lawsuit against Trends by the 

United States Department of Justice in June of 2016 and knew that in that filing the Department 

of Justice identified the sending of three of Defendants’ solicitations as mail fraud in violation of 

18 U.S.C. § 1341.  Despite this knowledge, Defendants hired a new caging service and continued 

to mail fraudulent solicitations that were substantially similar to those identified by the Department 

of Justice as violative of the mail fraud statute. 

HARM TO VICTIMS 
 

74. Victims, especially elderly and vulnerable victims, suffer financial losses from the 

mail fraud scheme that Defendants perpetrate.  U.S. victims paid Defendants approximately $7.4 

million each year through roughly 434,000 responses to solicitations containing the types of 

misrepresentations described above. Given these statistics, Defendants’ scheme has grossed 

approximately $29 million dollars since 2012 from U.S. victims alone.  If unabated, this number 

will rise and continue harming Defendants’ victims. 

75. The Consumer Sentinel database operated by the Federal Trade Commission 

contains at least 70 complaints regarding Defendants’ mail fraud scheme.  The complaints 

generally pertain to false representations made in Defendants’ printed solicitations. 

76. The harm to victims is ongoing and will continue without the injunctive relief 

sought by the United States. 
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COUNT I 
 (18 U.S.C. § 1345 – Injunctive Relief) 

 
77. The United States realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 76 

of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein. 

78. By reason of the conduct described herein, Defendants violated, are violating, and 

are about to violate 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1349 by executing a scheme or artifice to defraud for 

obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent representations with the intent to 

defraud, and, in so doing, use the U.S. mail. 

79. Upon a showing that Defendants are committing or about to commit mail fraud, the 

United States is entitled, under 18 U.S.C. § 1345, to a temporary restraining order, a preliminary 

injunction, and a permanent injunction restraining all future fraudulent conduct and any other 

action that this Court deems just in order to prevent a continuing and substantial injury to the 

victims of fraud. 

80. As a result of the foregoing, Defendants’ conduct should be enjoined pursuant to 

18 U.S.C. § 1345. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
 
WHEREFORE, the plaintiff United States of America requests of the Court the following relief: 
 

A. That the Court issue an order, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1345, pending a hearing and 

determination on the United States’ application for a preliminary injunction, that 

Defendants, their agents, officers and employees, and all other persons and entities in 

active concert or participation with them are temporarily restrained from: 

i. committing mail fraud, as defined by 18 U.S.C. § 1341; 
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ii. using the United States mail, or causing others to use the United States mail, to 

distribute any advertisements, solicitations, or promotional materials: 

(a) that represent, directly or indirectly, expressly or impliedly that the recipient 

has won, will win, or will receive cash, awards, or other valuable prizes; 

(b) that represent, directly or indirectly, expressly or impliedly that the recipient 

will receive delivery of cash, awards, or other valuable prizes in return for 

payment of a fee; 

(c) that represent, directly or indirectly, expressly or impliedly, that the 

recipient will receive delivery of a specific item in return for payment of a 

fee, and state in fine print or in disclaimers that the recipient will or may 

receive delivery of a different item; 

(d) that offer for sale information regarding sweepstakes or lotteries; 

(e) that represent, directly or indirectly, expressly or impliedly, that the 

recipient of the solicitation was specifically selected to receive the mailing 

based on a reason other than the fact that the recipient’s name appears on a 

mailing list; or 

(f) that contain any other false or misleading representations; 

iii. receiving, handling, opening, or forwarding any mail that responds, by sending 

payment or otherwise, to materials described in Paragraph (ii)(a)-(f), supra; 

iv. selling, offering for sale, leasing, or offering for lease any lists of U.S. residents or 

mailing lists of any type compiled from U.S. residents who have responded to any 

of the materials described in Paragraph (ii)(a)-(f), supra; 
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v. performing “caging services” on mail received from U.S. residents in response to 

any of the materials described in Paragraph (ii)(a)-(f), supra, including opening 

mail received from U.S. residents; entering or inputting data about U.S. residents 

into a database or forwarding such data; handling, forwarding, or depositing 

payments received from U.S. residents, including currency, bank checks, certified 

checks, money orders, or credit card charge authorizations; or handling or 

forwarding any mail received from U.S. residents; 

vi. destroying, deleting, removing, or transferring any and all business, financial, 

accounting, and other records concerning Defendants’ operations and the 

operations of any other corporate entity owned or controlled, in whole or in part, 

by Defendants. 

B. That the Court further order, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1345, that within 2 days from 

Defendants’ receipt of this Temporary Restraining Order and Order to Show Cause, 

Defendants shall provide copies of this Temporary Restraining Order and Order to 

Show Cause to all direct mailers, list brokers, printer/distributors, mailing houses, 

and/or caging services with which they do business regarding the materials described 

in Paragraph (A)(ii)(a)-(f), supra, informing them that they are subject to the temporary 

restraining order as an entity in active concert or participation with Defendants, and 

within 7 days from Defendants’ receipt of the Temporary Restraining Order and Order 

to Show Cause, Defendants shall provide proof of such notice to the Court and the 

United States, including the name and addresses of the entities and/or individuals to 

whom the notice was sent, how the notice was sent, and when the notice was sent. 
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C. That the Court further order that, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1345, the United States Postal 

Service is authorized to detain: 

i. all of Defendants’ mail, addressed to any foreign P.O. box, which is responsive to 

any of the materials described in Paragraph (A)(ii)(a)-(f), supra; 

ii. any of the materials described in Paragraph (A)(ii)(a)-(e), supra, and any 

substantially similar advertisements, solicitations, and promotional materials that 

are deposited into the United States mail by Defendants, their agents, officers, or 

employees, or any other persons or entities in active concert or participation with 

them. 

D. That the Court issue a preliminary injunction on the same basis and to the same effect. 

E. That the Court issue a permanent injunction on the same basis and to the same effect. 

F. That the Court order such other and further relief as the Court shall deem just and 

proper. 
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Dated:  May 31, 2017 
 
BRIDGET M. ROHDE 
Acting United States Attorney 
Eastern District of New York 
271 Cadman Plaza East 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 
 
 
/s/ Jessica Sklarsky  
JESSICA SKLARSKY 
JOHN VAGELATOS 
Assistant United States Attorneys 
Tel. (718) 254-7000 
Fax: (718) 254-6182 
Jessica.Sklarsky@usdoj.gov 

 
 
CHAD A. READLER  
Acting Assistant Attorney General  
Civil Division  
United States Department of Justice 
 
 
MICHAEL S. BLUME 
Director  
Consumer Protection Branch 
 
JILL FURMAN 
Deputy Director 
 
/s/ Ann F. Entwistle            
ANN F. ENTWISTLE 
Trial Attorney 
Consumer Protection Branch 
U.S. Department of Justice 
PO Box 386 
Washington, DC 20044 
Telephone: (202) 305-3630 
Fax: (202) 514-8742 
Ann.F.Entwistle@usdoj.gov 
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UNITED STATES POSTAL INSPECTION SERVICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20260-2100 

In the Matter of the Determination of 
Nonmailability of Certain Material from: 

) 
) 
) 
) 

----F-PQ-gG-x-20~-----

Bunnik CE 3980 
---)------

) 
The Netherlands ) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Date of Issuance: 
March 25, 2016 

·---- ·----·-------

Case Number: 
[1666] 16-JFK-0496 

DETERMINATION OF NONMAILABILITY 

Evidence Presented 

As a consequence of border searches of inbound mail performed by 

Customs and Border Protection, the U.S. Postal Inspection Service has been 

presented with evidence that you have caused the mailing of lottery related 

matter and/or facsimile checks addressed to persons located in the United 

States. A representative copy from the detained mail pieces is attached as 

Exhibit A. 

Mailability Determination 

Based on this evidence, the Inspection Service makes the following 

determination: 

1. The mailing constitutes matter, the mailing of which is punishable 

under the criminal postal anti-lottery statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1302; and/or 

2. The financial instruments contained in the mailing constitute 

nonmailable "facsimile checks" as defined under subsection (k) of 
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39 U.S.C. § 3001 since they depict financial instruments that are not 

negotiable and do not contain the statutorily required language; and 

3. The mailing constitutes non mailable matter under 39 U.S. C. § 3001; 

and 

4. The mailing should be destroyed pursuant to subsection (b) of 

39 U.S.C. § 3001. 

Attachments One and Two contain a copy of the cited statutory provisions. 

Appeal Rights 

Upon expiration of forty-five calendar days immediately following the date 

of issuance of this determination, the Inspection Service will order the destruction 

of the detained mail and any other identical mail received and detained after the 

issuance of this determination. The Destruction Order will not issue if, within that 

forty-five day period, either of the appeal options described below are exercised: 

1. An officer of your organization contacts Deputy Counsel for the 

U.S. Postal Inspection Service and arranges to claim the mail in 

person at the U.S. Postal Service facility where it is being held, 

personally appears there, and provides satisfactory proof of his or her 

identity and ownership of the mail; or 

2. The Recorder of the U.S. Postal Service's Judicial Officer Department 

receives your appeal, filed in accordance with the prescribed rules of 

practice (Title 39, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 953). 

Attachment Three contains a copy of these rules. 

- 2 -
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GUY J. COTTRELL 
Chief Postal Inspector 

S. L. Spector 
Chief Counsel 

By: Patricia A. Edgehille 
Postal Inspector Attorney 
U.S. Postal Inspection Service 
475 L'Enfant Plaza, SW, Room 3100 
Washington, DC 20260-3100 
202-268-4774 
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EXHIBIT A 

16-JFK-059-04 
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(. f.-l;Ji,(~ ( (,, -J' Ft - o 5 er- o t.f 
$71,868.00 CASH GUARANTEED 
WINNERS PAYOUT 

FAILURE TO RESPOND BEFORE 
THE DEADLINE WILL FORFEIT 

CASH CLAIM OR ENTITLEMENT 

_. _: ··= : :=~·E~~Ll~~s 'fA:~i::~PP_R9A_C~ll~G .: -'• -' - - - - - =c~seP~Y~~-A~b·~~~· :· ·= ::· =I:~ = : . := ~· ~: 
YQU_ A8E__Gl,J.A;R6NTE_E:p l0.~Rl;.G!;l\.{E__A_C€-Stt \tN!ITL~MEr,'IT_ Of . _ ***-~ $-7-1-86& (}{) -*·** _i _ 

- ~9 ~E~S_Tt!A_N F1_,8?8.0~ ?R_1'W,A~[) [)_E~IV_E~Y_A'.',T~~- ._ -- '·- - . i • ' i .. ', \. i l i, • ; i • I -~. 
A,~p~t_S~ ~E_Cc:_R_DE_D. . .. . STATUS! , i . , , Reference 1 

· L · · .Ai?_1_P_-R. :_o_~ v_-_.P:_i>_ :-: ·1 =; -_.3_. ~0_0 1~~-74,~7-_1,· .-_·, 
- c'.1 _; • 'GUAHANTEEDRECIPlEN'f' - - - - - - - - - ·· .i.' 

- "·' _! -·'3"1004:£74071-:os;,,,,A,w!.,,,.(., 
_ _:, _i -"  _ _ _ __ _ .•. i _, --· ._ .:_ -· _J __ I -

- .c - -·  -
---------------------~- ------~::- -__ ~-· --~Oil0C?St~t~s----_:;_,~--- _j_~--------~~~-~·~-~----~---> .. " 

·~- -'- _: ~.: -' - .: 1_ -·-

' ; ...'._.!_ ~; ---' i __ -· :_ -'- -· ~·' -· . -

() This is non-transferable, and is intended for addressee only. 

DATE 02/1012016 

MESSAGE BEGINS 

, THESE OFFICIAL FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS THA.T YOU NOW HOLD REQ,UIRE YOUR 
FULL .AND IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. 

You are GUARANTEED to receive a cash entitlement of no less than $71,868.00 or 
award delivery.  as soon as I receive your Form below with accep
to.nce o.nd nomin£Ll fee of $25.00, your item will be expedited to you. 

Your claim must be received before the deadline date. The Cash or award is yours, 
and will be sent to you as soon as you respond! 

BILL EICHINGER it is my pleasure to confirm this excellent news! I personally 
guarantee to ensure secure and speedy delivery to you at PO BOX 713 OLA.THE KS 
66051 United States. 

REMEMBER  YOU ARE A GUARANTEED WINNER! You absolutely cannot receive 
a PAYMENT in the amount of $71,868.00 unless you complete and post the form below 
IMMEDIATELY. If you do not respond, your status will be forfeited. 

Coilc,,uratulations, 
Issued in Compliance with 
Official Directive 

,:~:~::OF~(~:;'t('i"7?;:j~R YOUR REcORos. ~~ 
KEEP TOP PORTION AND FILE 

1 lllll~lllljllll ~Ill !1111f1111 Jfil ~Ill ~Ill !1111~llljlll1111 31004274071 

Date Of Issue: 02/10/2016 
Designated: FDS01 F 

. ' 

---~----------------------------------------::i!I!':. .. 
FDS01F 

--i?-<=-------------------------------------------------------
TO RECEIVED YOUR GUARANTEED CASH I AWARD~ 

E:nclosed is requlred proce.ssing/dellvet·y fee of $75.00 
for compliance requiJ:ements to receive Guaranteed 
Cash/Award. 

My payment is by _cash_ Check or Mont..::y Order payable 
to FDS or VISA Mastercard 
Credit Car-;:r-t:iumbcr: _________ . 
Expiration Date:~ __ ; __ ~ 

MY SIGN,1\1'URB AT'l'ES'1'$ '1'0 MY AC'l'lNG Wf'l'l!IN ~ DAYS UV 
RECEIVlNG HY NOTICE 

'-31004274071 
 

 
 

United SlatP.s 

31004274071 

AN AMOUNT IN EXCESS OF 

> > > $71,868.00 > > > 

1111\l~lllljllll ~Ill !1111 !~II ~Ill ~Ill ~Ill ~Ill ~111~1111111 
FDS01F 
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EACH INDIVIDUAL WHO RETURNS THE REQUIRED SECUREMENT FEE WILL BE PURCHASING AND IS GUARANTEED TO RECEIVE ONE OF THE ITEMS LISTED. THIS 
MERCHANDISE OFFERING IS AVAILABLETO RESIDENTS 18YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. ALL MAILINGS ARE ASSIGNED A DIFFERENT PROPERTY DESIGNATION NUM· 
BER WHICH CORRESPONDS TO A SPECIFIC ITEM BEING OFFERED FDR SALE. THE ITEM EACH RECIPIENT IS ENTITLED TO PURCHASE HAS BEEN DETERMINED PRIOR 
TO EACH MAILING BASED ON SPECIFIC CRITERIA. THESE ITEMS ARE NOTPRIZES OR GIFTS, AND THIS IS A MERCHANDISE OFFERING, NOT A SWEEPSTAKES, DRAW 
OR CONTEST. THIS OFFER IS MADE AVAILABLE BY THE SPONSORS FOR THE PURPOSE OF INTRODUCING/\ SELECT NUMBER OF CONSUMERS TO THE MERCHAN· 
Ul!>t AV/\ILA~L< HlUM INUtPtNUtN I I HIKU PAKI y SUPPLltRS. rH~ SPONSORS o~ I HIS OFFER MAKE NO WARRANTY OF MERlHANTABILITY OR IN ANY WAY 
GUARANTEES THE MERCHANDISE ON OFFER IN RESPECTTO QUALITY OR FITNESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. THE' ITEMS FE'ATURED IN THIS OFFER INCLUDE 
ONE $78,868.00 PAYMENT, ONE AMt\NA 2S CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR AND APPROXIMATELYTHREE MILLION GOLD & DIAMOND JEWELRY ITEMS. ALL TAXES ARE THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF THF. RECIPIENT. IF YOU ARE A USA CUSTOMER: WHEN YOU PROVIDE A CHECK AS PAYMENT, YOU AUTHORIZE US EITHER TO USE INFORMA· 
TION FROM YOUR CHECK TO MAKE A ONE·TIME ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER FROM YOUR ACCOUNT, ORTO PROCESSTO PROCESS THE PAYMENT AS A CHECK 
TRANSFER WHEN WE USE INFORMATION FROM YOU CHECK TO MAKE AN ELECTRONIC FUNO TRANSFER, FUNO MAY BE WITHDRAWN FHDM YOUR ACCOUNT 
THE SAME DAY WE RECEIVE YOUR PAYMENT; YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE YOUR CHECK BACK FROM YOUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION. IN THE UNLIKELY EVENTTHAT 
YOUR CHECK IS RETURNED UNPAID, A STATE·ALLOWABLE HANDLING FEE MAY BE ELECTRONICALLY DEBITED FROM \'OUR ACCOUNT. SPONSOR RESERVES THE 
RIGHT TO SUBSTITUTE EQUIVALENT CASH VALUE FOR ITEMS LISTED. UNSOLD ITEMS WILL NOT BE DISTRIBUTED. DIFFERENT CREATIVE PRESENTATIONS OF THIS 
OFFER UNDER THE SAME STflUCTURE MAY BE MADE. THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH INTHIS OFFER WILL SE STRICTLY ENFORCED. NORESPONSIBIL· 
ITV IS ASSUMED FOR LOST, LATE, OR MISDIRECTED MAIL, OH ERRORS IN PRINTING. VOID WHE11E PJlOHIBITED BY LAW. OCCASIONALLY WE MAKE OUR MAILING 
UST AVAILABLE TO REPUTABLE COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS WHOSE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES MAY OE OF INTEREST TO YOU. TO FIND our, IN ADVANCE 
OF PAYMENT, WHICH PRE-DETERMINED ITEM YOU ARE ENTITLED TO PURCHASE, SEND YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, AND PROPERTY DESIGNATION NUMBER IN THE 

-----i . ------EMtELOPLPROVlOED~JF.i'oubci &biWANLYOURJ·lMtE.TOJiUMDU.VAILABLf.SENtiAWRltrEN.REQUEsLTO Uslf't UlE.EN.iiaoeE:l'ROVJDEDJF.YOLLARE_ __ 
NOT SATISFIED WITH OUR SERVICE, PLEASE SEND US WRIITEN REQUEST WITHIN 60 DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND. 

Jl:DE PERS-ON, DIE D!t: ERf'.ORDERUCHt;. SICHERHEITSGEB:0HR ZUROO<SENDET, ERWIRBT UNO tRHALT GARANTIEA'T EJMl::.N DER AUl=GtF'OHRTE::r~1 ARTIKEL 
DIESES WERBEANGEBOT IST GOLTIG FOR ALLE PERSONEN, DIE MINDESTENS 18 JAHRE ALT SINO. ALLEN SENDUNGEl'.\WURDE EINE ANDERE EIGENTUMSAUS· 
WEISNtJMMER ZUGETEILT, DIE EINEM $ESTIMMTEN, ZUM Vl'RIV\UF ANGEBOTENEN ARTIKEL ENTSPRICHT. DER ARTIKEL, DEN JEDER EMPFANGER KAUFEN KANN, 
WURDE BEREITS VOR DER AUSSENDUNG ANHAND SPEZIELLEfl KRITERIEN ZUGETEILT: DIESE ARTIKEL SINO KEINE PREtSE ODER GESCHENKE UNO DIES IST EIN 
WERBEANGEBOT, KEIN GEWlolNSPIEL, KEINE ZIEHUNG UNO KEIN WEDBEWERB. DAS ARTIKEL IM RAHMEN DIESES ANGESOTS SINO u. A. EIN €78.868,00, EINEN 
AMANA 25 CU. FT. KOHLSCHRANK SOWIE UNGEFi'iHR DRE! MILLIONEN ECHTE GOLD & DIAMANT SCHMUCKSTOCKE.' ALLE STEUERN SINO VOM EMPFliNGER 
ZIJ ZAHLEN: DER SPONSOR BEHALT SICH DAS R[CHT VOR, DEN GEGENWERT DER AUFGEFUHRTEN PREISE IN BAR AUSZUGEBEN. NICHT VERKAUFTE ARTIKEL 
WERDEN NICHTVERGEBEN. UNTERSCHIEDUCH AUFGEMACHTE PRi'iSENTATIONEN DIESES ANGEBOTS MIT DERSELBEN STRUKTUR K6NNEN GEMACHTWERDEN. 
DIE ALLGEMEINl:N GESCHArTSBEDINGUNGEN DIESES AMGEBOTS WfRDEN STllll<T EINGEHALTEN. ES WIRD KEINE VEMNTWORTUNG FUR VERLORENE, VER
SPAIDE ODER FEHLGELEITETE POST ODER DRUCKFEHLER UBERNOMMEN. DIESES ANGEBOT !ST NICHTIG, WO ES GE5ETZLICH UNTERSAGT !ST. UM BEREfTS 
VOR DER ZAHLUNG HEHALISZUFINDEN, WELCHER ARTIKEL IHNEN BEREITS ZUM KAUF ZUGETEILT WURDE; SENDEN SIE IHREN NAMEN, IHRE ADRESSE UND 
Die ~IGENTUMSl\USWEJSNUMMER. UEI GELEGENHEIT K6NNEN WIR UNSERE l/ERSANDLISTE AN BEKANNTt UNTERNEHME>I UNO ORGANISATIONEN WEITERGE· 

BEN, DEREN PRODUKTE ODER DIENSTLEISTUNGEN FUR SIE VON INTERESSE SEIN KONNTEN. FALLS SIE NICHT WONSCHEN, DASS IHR NAME ZLIR VERFOGUNG 
GESTELLT WIRD, SCHREIBEN SIE UNS BIDE UNTERVERWF.NDUNG DES BE!GEFUGTEN UMSCHLAGS. WENN SIE MIT UNSEREN DIENSTLEISTUNGEN NICHT ZliFRIE· 
DEN SINO, mm SCHICKEN SIE UNS EIN ERSUCHEN IM LAUFEVON 60TAGEN FOR EINE VOLLE ERSTAITUNG ZUROCK. 

CHAQUE PERSONNF. QUI RETOURNE LA CONTRIBUTION DEMANDl'.E ACHETERA ET SERA ASSURtE DE RECEVOIR ~UN DES ARTICLES MENTIONNtS. CETIE OFFRE 
DE MARCHANDISES EST RESERVtE AUX CITOYENS AGES DE 1S ANS OU PLllS. (HAQUE ENVOI DE COURRIER RE~OIT UN NUMERO DE DESIGNATION DE BIEN 
DIFFERENT QUI CORRESPOND A UN ARTICLE SPECIF/QUE PROPOSE A LA VENTE. ~ARTICLE QUE CHAQUE BENEFICIAIRE, EST EN DROIT D'ACQUERIR A ETE DE· 
TERMINE AVANT CHAQUE ENVOI DE COURRIER SUR LA BASE DE CRITERE5 SPtCIFIQUES. CES AHTICLES NE SONT NI DES PRIX NI DES CADE'AUX, ET CECI EST UNE 
OFF RE DE MARCHAND/SE, PAS UNE LOTERIE, UN TIRAGE AU SORT OU UN CONCOURS. LES ARTICLES MENTIONNES DANS CETTE OFFRE COMPRENNENT UNE 78 
868,00 E, LIN REFRIGERATEUR AMANA 700 LET ENVIRON TROIS MILLIONS D'ARTICLES DE BIJOUTERIEAUTHENTIQUES OR ET DIAMONT. TOUTES LES TAXES SONT 
L,\ RESPONSABIUT!i DU BENEFICIAIRE. LE rROMOTEUn St nf.sERVE LE DOOIT DE REMPLACER LES ARTICLES MENTIONNESp,\R u; MONTANTl'.QUIVALENT EN ES 
PECES CORRESPONDANT A LEURVALEUR. LES ARTICLf;S NON VEN DUS NE SERONT PAS DISTRIBUES. DIFFERENTES PRESENTATIONS DE cmE OFFRE ADOPTANT 
LA MtME STRUCTURE PEUVENT ETRE PRtSENTEES. LES CONDITIONS DEFINIES DANS CEDE OFFRE SERONT STRICTEMENT APPLIQUEES. NOUS DECLINONS 
TOUTE RESPONSABILITE EN CAS DE PERTE, OE RETARD, O'ERREUR DE LIVRAISON DE COURRIER OU D'ERREURS D'IMPRESSION. NUL ET NON AVENU LORSOUE 
LA LOI L'INTERDIT. NOUS MEITONS DCCASIONNELLEMENT NOTRE USTE DE DISTRIBUTION POUR DtrERMINER, AVANT LEPAIEMENT, QUEL ARTICLE PREDETER· 
MINE VOUS ITES EN DROIT D'ACQUERIR, ENVOYEZ VOTRE NOM, VOTRE ADRESSE ET LE NU MERO DE DESIGNATION DU BIEN DANS L'ENVELOPPE FOURNIE. A LA 
DISPOSITION DE SOCltrES ET D'ORGANISATIDNS RENOMMEES DON'T LES PRODUITS PE;UVENT PRESENTER UN INTER~T POURVOUS. SI VOUS NE PAS SATISFAIT 
AVEC NOTRE SERVICE tCRIVEZ A VOUS PENDANT 60 JOURS DE VOTRE ACHAT POUR LE REMBOURSMENT INTtGRAL. SI VOUS NE SOUHAITEZ PAS QUE VOTRE 
NDM SOIT COMMlJNIOUt, ENVOYEZ·NOUS UNE DEMANDE tCRITE DANS L'ENVELOPPE FOURNIE. 

.e1'.Kit.c1MiiEM1:Jlft~~Jl:t.::·JiLt .. F .i~1J)lf"M1i' .:.'l;'/j:A.~ ~t:t: ( ..:C.tt-t~) ~ ~O');f.,;f,d!J7Jq5t1lff:~f1.-c1. \j:;-:1-.. .:'"1'1\J ) .... 1,, •t.:..t.:.~ .. ~·q:1:ti{t:::111nt~.J .G~:J:.1.::t~-y·(1, \ 
-!11\'ffM1~H¢.".tj.7.:JL\~ •1F/i,:J.;r111)1.:r~t} t.:.~ ·}l,){tlJ:~ .tJ'Nl1l<~)j..\;f1 .. lt':.ni' .tJJ.:(f./O ,;:y,, ID-iH·-~}U: f.:t9r·;trJ>.f.Jif{jl.::.'(t;Jti 1J < r:..~v~, . .:(.l.>jfti~il1-·-t?1·
IJ. 20 ~L:( t·.v;J,f~X·tL-c (HlrC·'t, •l"··,·r·mf~;"'iiiHlll:l.l, 'Hl'c"HY.\t;:!;'J'p]'f'1 ID lf'fj}))tjlOJIJ'~'(,,(t'(Jc;IJ,J:jf(\> lclf\ •tot!.11.Q!9DiO'l!lilli'oi·I: 
i"fl~~t.L\ ·*"··f:, .:'!~1ri }.,_~ 1 /;::f!.lt ".'Jlfff 1V1!l~!1f~j£O)(f~frl:\: J'._ I), :v.»)1li1.Jli:Yfr.Ql··tb1jiH.:;c;t l;e':h.tl:.VJ~·,J L~(~ 1;J,;-;/_,,:Jti.=>0)1(ff MdJ:flM1-\~1l~1~Mt1i:f:.tl-1tJ *·t!"lv-n 
:V:\\l\'ft, < l:, ;H~IJ::i/:/·7,l·f.i:l:"ctt.i:< .~M1,.:r.:·111~A.1>td[<,): 1.:'JIJ(tt:r::J{,0-c-L .:(f;;t/7-'(<l.l, Y7,8HH,OC)!I 1 f-lAMANA 25 •£/j'l f- l·Y.l 
1~/oll I i1, ;<;J:c,'((i~.: ·'?' 1'Y·c"'1:ui;; ";" •i-i'":mo ii r.\\t\ >·Jtc(rnlJ11f!J;JV''(<7lf\!l0.\I, '<<!i'..:·rn.to:va;1J :<-4'., ·.r ... :'(<7J.t\!~l.t, ·'l(Jt<A1.::ir:l::tt.1 ,, •h 
to J _t·J·. 7-;I~ /V-lt, .tll~V>1l\il.l1-:!'.l4J '.§filij{iN0JU:ii.:;l.::,t\(.,fJi;(..Q!illflH:fl"r 6 {><llt L. ,;;-;-, ;.j<ll!i:,'Jjf61\iM~cill'"tt.* tt Iv .. ::ol >!'7 7-iJ 'Ju] ... ~l~~l.::.J: IJ 
W,c0JtM!l\'l't'<flei!tL0-"lll-tJ:',Q .J; "t,, .:({)oj 7 7-l:JiJil;t;'.<tL'(P6!.',fHJ, (t/!i\'!'11.:: tJLri~tL:l''UJilll.llfil<T>tt-19-U'Yt, ;..'l~~-'tkiJ f'IJ)i1J l<7J ~7.l:•J\. 
"CU, ·l;IJ ~J ff:./i:~tl •;l;'\J: Iv .. WiltJ.:: J: 'J t~il:i!l t-c1 •6NJl>/i'l'liln~~r('J','\'.'fi:t7l t- •J :-·'?'•/:;,!·It, t;'fl:t}M•.::'!11! 111'~ h«':<tl6!: #;FA1.Q1fij,\/,'\''"i'-t' 
"-HMJt'T 6,l'l*J:«U: iP:JH'1Jlii.t lciJU< C<tti'...:: b'J<.h IJ :J;-t .. LI: .j', O:tliJ ·1cV•I •.t 'i :.::·(,;'!{~~ t?.>~J'f.:t~J.t. r.~ 't:t·<:i'ntii<:il'i'.•EO>.~]flljl.::'(JJlll 11 ( ttCJ 
\ •. 'r.ltrO)<r-l:':".::;:'O\'J)i!.\ >k.t!.\~l:\ dl,}(JI~. £itH IJ:,(1'11.::\IH11it:C:.:')ill~\IC •t:.t::H;')' !;:/tf.li.ig :\>." •/:L'J:·r. 
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From:-------------

-----------------

REGNl 

PO BOX 201 
3980 CE Bunnik 
The Netherlands 

l 
Please 
Apply 

Postage 
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FORM GN01 
IMl>ORTANT NOTICE:. 

OPEN IMMEDIATELY! MATERIAL ENCLOSED IS 

INTENDED SOLELY FOR ADDRESSEE DESIGNATED 
IN THE WINDOW. TIMELY RESPONSE IS REQUESTED 

·-----·--·····----- ---------~-

Prioribirw ,..,.. ..._ 
'if~ please lOOJn\~ Pai~ 

PO 9::xlit-1003 Pwl:~ 

311J9AASCHlEDA.l& --

NOTICE OF IMPORTANCE INSIDE: READ AT ONCE . 

FDS010E 
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EXHIBIT D 
to Complaint 
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EXHIBIT E 
to Complaint 
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